Call of Duty:
Modern Warfare Reflex
W

ii owners who have been waiting since 2007 to experience the excellence of
Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare, your time has come. Call of Duty: Modern
Warfare: Reflex Edition is a successful port that includes the intense, breathtaking
campaign and engaging, addictive multiplayer that made Call of Duty 4 such a
hit. While the visuals lack a certain sharpness, the environments still convey the
drama and diversity that help make the campaign so excellent. And though there
are some minor aiming hitches, the controls are precise and customizable enough
to let you be all you can be.

T

he multiplayer system that first arrived on the Wii last year in Call of Duty: World
at War is even more robust in Modern Warfare, making it the best online shooter experience the Wii has to offer. If you’ve already played COD4 on another system, there’s no reason to pick it up again. But if you have yet to experience Call of
Duty’s first foray into the 21st century, Modern Warfare: Reflex Edition will entertain
you immensely.

Warfare of the Future

I

n the modern world, wars are no longer fought as massive clashes between sovereign nations. Conflicts are much more isolated and far flung, requiring mobility, flexibility, and, of course, superior firepower. The campaign in Modern Warfare
embraces this philosophy, and you undertake a wide variety of actions playing as
a few different soldiers. There are tense infiltrations behind enemy lines in which
silenced weapons and stealth tactics are the order of the day. These missions
require you to quietly eliminate enemies or just sneak past them undetected.
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T

hen there are full-blown firefights through Middle Eastern streets where the
bombed-out buildings are crawling wit h enemies and a friendly tank is your
only sure cover. In these missions, enemies continually pressure you, so not only
do you have to dispatch them rapidly to avoid being overrun, but you have to push
forward to your next objective. The environments are more or less linear, and
though they have occasional lapses in sharpness or detail, they do a very good With a wide variety of weapons,
job of accurately depicting a variety of locations. In most levels, the terrain allows you can surprise your enemy with
you to take a number of different approaches to any given section, giving you an all kinds of combinations.
invigorating sense of battlefield freedom while still spurring you onward.

The Mission

M

any of the missions throughout the campaign are intense and exciting for various reasons, but there are a number of dramatic set-piece levels that ratchet
things up to a whole new level. From the first mission in which you race to escape
a sinking ship, to the levels in which you become the powerful air support that you
have previously relied on, to one of the most electrifying sniper sequences to ever
appear in a game, Modern Warfare’s campaign keeps you on your toes. You’ll see Intenssive and exciting campaign
some things you never expected to see in a shooter, and these dramatic turns are will make you wanna play ‘til you
unlock everything.
used effectively to create an expertly paced, immensely exciting experience.
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